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ABSTRACT 

 
 Very vast research has been done on optical character recognition (OCR) during the 

last few decades. But there is no any system available which recognizes the Devnagri 

numerals. This has many applications including those in postal sorting and bank cheque 

processing. In this paper, we propose a system, which recognizes the Devnagri numerals. The 

method proposed for Recognition of isolated handwritten Devnagri numerals includes Box 

approach (neighborhood) method and PCA (principal component analysis) for feature 

extraction and in the recognition phase unknown and known images are matched with the 

MSE (mean squared Error). The accuracy obtained using this approach is 94%. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 Handwriting is a skill that is different for each individual person. Each script or for 

which we say letter has its own set of icons and certain basic shapes. Handwriting was 

developed a long time ago as a means to expand human memory and to facilitate 

communication. At the beginning of the new millennium, technology has once again brought 

handwriting to a crossroads. Nowadays, there are numerous ways to expand human memory 

as well as to facilitate communication and in this perspective. Handwriting has changed 

tremendously over time and, so far, each technology-push has contributed to its expansion. 

The printing press and typewriter opened up the world to formatted documents, increasing the 

number of readers that, in turned, learned to write and to communicate. Computer and 

communication technologies such as word processors, fax machines, and e-mail are having 

an impact on literacy and handwriting.  All these inventions have led to the fine-tuning and 
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reinterpreting of the role of handwriting and handwritten messages. Again these handwritten 

characters consists symbols, which we known as letters and numerals (Digits). 

 The styles of writing numbers are highly different and they come in various sizes, 

shapes and fonts. The ability to identify these handwritten numbers in an automated or 

semiautomatic Manner has led to the development of an entirely different field of research 

known as the optical character recognition (OCR). OCR is a process of automatic computer 

recognition of characters in optically scanned and digitized pages of text. OCR is one of the 

most fascinating and challenging areas of pattern recognition with various practical 

application potentials. It can contribute immensely to the advancement of automation process 

and can improve the interface between man and machine in many applications. The task of 

recognition can be broadly separated into two categories: the recognition of machine printed 

data and the recognition of handwritten data. Machine printed characters are uniform in size, 

position and pitch for any given font. In contrast, handwritten characters are non-uniform; 

they can be written in many different styles and sizes by different writers and at different 

times even by the same writer. 

 Offline numeral recognition has many practical applications. Among the most quoted 

practical applications of offline numeral recognition is the reading of postal zip codes in 

addresses written or typed on envelopes. The benefits of implementing such systems in post 

offices are enormous. Such systems would make possible automatic sorting and routing of the 

millions of mails that flow through the postal system every day, reducing the human 

workload and speeding up the whole process.  

 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

 M. Hanmandlu and O.V. Ramana Murthy, [4] has shown, the recognition of 

Handwritten Hindi Numerals. The recognition is based on the modified exponential 

membership function fitted to the fuzzy sets derived from features consisting of normalized 

distances obtained using the Box approach. The exponential membership function is modified 

by two structural parameters that are estimated by optimizing the entropy subject to the 

attainment of membership function to unity.  

 Reena Bajaj, Lipika Dey, and S. Chaudhury, [5] derived a paper, which paper is 

concerned with recognition of handwritten Devnagari .numerals. The basic objective of the 

present work is to provide an efficient and reliable technique for recognition of handwritten 

numerals. Three different types of features have been used for classification of numerals. 

Multi-classifier connectionist architecture has been proposed for increasing reliability of the 

recognition results.  

 C. Vasant Laxmi, Ritu Jain, C. Patwardhan,[12],derived that, Numeral Recognition is 

the process of recognizing scanned images of machine printed or handwritten numbers. This 

has numerous applications including those in postal sorting and bank cheque processing. In 

this work, an effective method is proposed for recognition of isolated handwritten Devnagari 

numerals. The method incorporates in novel way ideas regarding edge directions histograms 

and splines along with PCA for enabling recognition accuracies that are better than those 

reported in the literature. 

 M. Hanmandlu and A.V. Nath, A C Mishra and V K Madasu[13], here they used same 

feature extraction method box approach which he used in paper[4], but only difference is that 

he used Bacterial Foraging as a recognition method 
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3. PROCESS OVERVIEW 

 
 The numeral recognition system is usually validated by running them on independent 

test sets, on which the systems have not been trained. For these tests to be conclusive, the 

validation sets should include a fairly large number of samples to reflect the variety of 

writing styles that are found in real-life applications. 

 

The recognition process followed by most approaches requires two phases: 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.1: sample data set 

 

 

3.1 Data  Collection 

 The objective in data collection is to obtain a set of handwritten samples of Devnagri 

Numerals that capture effectively the huge variations in handwriting between and within 

writers so that the database is truly representative of the variety encountered in the field. This 

is necessary for getting a realistic assessment of the power of the proposed methodology. In 

many applications, the numerals are written in specified boxes and so the segmentation of the 

different characters is not the constraining factor in obtaining good recognition. It is the 

diversity in writing the characters that creates the difficulty in automatic recognition. 

  

3.2 Recognition phase 
 In the recognition phase the unknown image is recognized by matching the unknown 

image’s feature vector and the known image’s feature vector, which is stored in the memory 

after the data collection phase. The block diagram for this numerals recognition shown in 

fig.3.2
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4 DATA COLLECTION 

 

4.1 Image/unknown image 
The objective in data collection is to obtain a set of handwritten samples of Devnagari 

numerals that capture effectively the huge variations in handwriting between and within 

writers so that the database is truly representative of the variety encountered in the field. This 

is necessary for getting a realistic assessment of the power of the proposed methodology. In 

many applications, the numerals are written in specified boxes and so the segmentation of the 

different characters is not the constraining factor in obtaining good recognition. It is the 

diversity in writing the characters that creates the difficulty in automatic recognition. Keeping 

in mind the above goal, the following criteria was specified for collection of numeral 

samples:  

 

1. The persons writing the numbers were free to use different quality pens, different ink 

color etc. 

2. Each person was asked to write 0-9 (in Devnagari Script) for different times.  

 

In this phase, we make use of the concept by which each feature when collected over 

several samples gives rise to different set. We then construct a KB which consists feature 

vector. The features extracted from the training set are stored in the KB. At the recognition 

time, KB is used as reference features for comparing with those of an unknown numeral. So 

if the training set contains a large number of samples with varied writing styles, the feature 

set computed from them will be able to reflect these variations, making the recognition 

system independent of the variations in writing styles.  

 

4.2 Preprocessing 
 The preprocessing steps performed in this work are steps for rectification of distorted 

images, improving the quality of images for ensuring better quality edges in the subsequent 

edge determination step and size normalization. In the scanning process, some distortion in 
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Fig.3.2: Block diagram of system 
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images may be introduced due to pen quality, light hand handwriting, poor quality of the 

paper on which the numerals are written etc. Further, many times edges show discontinuities 

leading to erroneous feature extraction. The task of the recognition of 

 Handwritten numerals have been broken down into the following steps: 

(i) binarization of sample image; 

(ii) Slant correction of image; 

(iii) Thinning of the image; 

(iv) Smoothing; 

(v) Size normalization; 

To enable recognition, steps (i)–(v) are applied on a training set of all 10 numerals as part of 

the pre-processing.  

 

4.2.1. Binarization 
 Frequently, binarization is carried out before the character recognition phase. Ideally 

an input character should have two tones, i.e., black and white pixels (commonly represented 

by 1 and 0, respectively).  Image binarization converts an image of up to 256 gray levels into 

a two-tone image. A two-tone digitized image is defined by a matrix A, whose element ai,j is 

either 1 if character is present or 0 otherwise.  

 

4.2.2. Slant correction 
 A practical character recognizer must be able to maintain high performance regardless 

of the size and slant of a given character or word. For handwritten characters, one of the 

major variations in writing styles is caused by slant, which is defined as the slope of the 

general writing trend with respect to the vertical line. It is important that the system be 

insensitive to slant. In proposed work images are slant corrected with -1 degree. 

 

4.2.3. Thinning 
 A two-tone digitized image is defined by a matrix A, whose element ai ,j is either 1 if 

character is present or 0 otherwise. Iterative transformations are applied on A to obtain the 

thinned character. We have used a parallel thinning algorithm, by which a point at the z
th

 

iteration depends on its own value and eight neighbors at the (z−1)
th

 iteration. Thus, all the 

points of the image can be processed simultaneously. 

 

4.2.4 Smoothing 
 Because of the excessive processing performed during the slant correction and 

thinning stage, we find that the numeral often contains barbs and some redundant dark pixels 

that are not relevant in maintaining the connectivity of the image. Generally, noise is any 

unwanted signal. In this proposed work low pass averaging filter is useful as the images are 

in spatial domain. Low pass filtering as name suggest removes the high frequency content 

from the image.  

 Smoothing operation is used primarily to reduce the effect of false noise and to blur 

the false counters that may be present in digital image. These unwanted effects may be due to 

detection and recording error or transmission channel noise or digitization error or some 

combination of these all factors.  

 

4.2.5. Size normalization 

 For Devnagari numerals, depending on the AR (Aspect Ratio) of the numeral, 

categorization of numerals is done. AR is the ratio of height to width of the image. 

Irrespective of the size of a handwritten numeral, this AR is always found to be nearly 

constant for all of its samples. For example for numeral 1 and numeral 9 it is around 2 while 
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for other numerals it is around 1.5. Hence images having AR greater than 2 are fitted into a 

window of size 60 × 32 while others are fitted into a window of size 42 × 32. 

In the case of English numerals, this standard remains but for the numerals 1 whose width is 

smaller than 32 pixels; hence it is directly recognized without going through the recognition 

process. 

 Normalization is thus the process of equating the size of all numerals in order to 

extract features on the same footing. To achieve this, we use standard bilinear transformation, 

by which, every input bitmap P, of size m × n, is transformed into a normalized bitmap Q, of 

size p × q.  

 

4.3. Feature extraction  

4.3.1 Box Approach 

 Feature extraction is the crucial phase in numeral identification as each numeral is 

unique in its own way, thus distinguishing itself from other numerals.  

For extracting features, Box- approach method is used. This approach requires the spatial 

division of the character image. The major advantage of this approach stems from its 

robustness to small variations, ease of implementation and relatively high recognition rate. 

Each character image is divided into 24 boxes so that the portions of a numeral will be in 

some of these boxes. There could be boxes that are empty, as shown in Fig.4.1 in  

enclosed in grid. 

 
 

Fig.4.1. Hand written Devnagari numeral 3 enclosed in grid of boxes 

 

 However, all boxes are considered for analysis in a sequential order. By considering 

the top left corner as the absolute origin (0, 0), the coordinate distance (vector distance) for 

the k
th

 pixel in the b
th

 box at location (i, j) is computed as  

  dkb = (i
2 
+ j 

2
)
1/2     

By dividing the sum of distances of all black pixels present in a box with the total number 

of pixels in that box, a normalized vector distance (γb) for each box is obtained as 
 

∑
=

==
bn

k

b

k

b

b bd
n 1

.24.......,.........3,2,1,
1

γ  

 

 These vector distances constitute a set of features based on distances. Therefore, 18 

bγ ’s corresponding to 18 boxes will constitute a feature set. However, for empty boxes, the 

value will be zero. 

 

4.3.2 Principal component analysis (PCA) 

 An important issue in pattern recognition is to select features that have more 

discriminate power and use the selected features as inputs to recognition. Using Box 

approach we are finding feature vector but we cannot calculate discrimanacy between 

features.  
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 PCA involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a number of possibly 

correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal 

components. The first principal component accounts for as much of the variability in the data 

as possible, and each succeeding component accounts for as much of the remaining 

variability as possible.  

 Let Xj be N-element one-dimensional image and suppose that we have r such images 

(j=  1; . . . ; r). A one-dimensional image-column X from the two dimensional image (face 

photography) is formed by scanning all the elements of the two-dimensional image row by 

row and writing them to the column vector. Then the mean vector, centered data vectors and 

covariance matrix are calculated: 

 

      

 

Where, ( )T

NxxxX ...,........., 21=  

( )T

Nmmmm ...,........., 21=  

( )T

Ndddd ...,........., 21=  

 

 In order to perform KLT, it is necessary to find eigenvectors uk and eigenvalues λk of 

the covariance matrix C (Cuk =λkuk) Because the dimensionality (N
2
) of the matrix C is large 

even for a small images, and computation of eigenvectors using traditional methods is 

complicated, dimensionality of matrix C is reduced using the decomposition. Found 

eigenvectors (u1, u2, u3………..,uN)
T
 are normed and sorted in decreasing order according to 

the corresponding eigenvalues. Then these vectors are transposed and arranged to form the 

row vectors of the transformation matrix T. Now any data X can be projected into the Eigen 

space using the following formula: 

 
 

Where, X=(x1, x2,x3………..,xN)
T   

Y=
 
(y1, y2,y3………..,yN,0,….0)

T  

 

 When the image (numeral image) is projected into the Eigen space then here it  get its 

Eigen feature vector Z=(z1, z2,z3………..,zn)
T   

=(y1, y2,y3………..,yn)
T 

here is the number of 

features. When we have feature vector Z of each numeral, identification can be performed.  

 

5. RECOGNITION PHASE  

 

 In the recognition phase the unknown image is recognized by matching the unknown 

image’s feature vector with known image’s feature vector. After projecting a new unknown 

numeral image into the Eigen space we get its feature vector Znew and calculate the mean 

squared error between unknown numeral and each known numeral. Minimum is the error, the 

matching is better with the known vector. And that vector class we can assign as the required 

numeral. 
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6. RESULTS 

 
We carried out the results on the collected data i.e. results in preprocessing stage. 

 

              
(a)           (b)                (c)              (d)                 (e) 

 

Fig.4.2 (a) Original Image (b) Binarized Image (c) Slant Corrected Image (d) Smoothed 

image (e) Standardized image 

 

 

               
    (a)           (b) 

 

Fig.4.3 (a) Unknown input (b) Final output of the system 

 

6.1 Accuracy 
 While doing recognition it is observed that if we doing thinning in preprocessing of 

numeral then the recognition gets difficult, and therefore the accuracy affected. For checking 

the accuracy 10 unknown images are given as input of each numeral for testing. Those results 

are shown in following table, 

 

Devnagri 

numeral 

Accuracy with 

thinning (%) 

Accuracy without 

thinning (%) 

0 60 100 

1 60 90 

2 80 100 

3 60 80 

4 80 90 

5 20 100 

6 30 80 

7 40 100 

8 40 100 

9 30 100 

Average 

Accuracy 
50.00 94.00 

 

Table 6.1: Accuracy Table 
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7. CONCLUSION 

 
 The paper presents recognition of numeral using the Box Approach and PCA. In this 

each numeral is featured in to 18 boxes from which 18 normalized features are extracted. 

Those features are discriminated using PCA. The knowledge base consists of 18features for 

each numeral. Then the unknown numerals features are compared with the known numerals 

feature   vector. Then the minimum is the distance between two vectors that will be the 

required numeral. 

 If we look towards the accuracy table if data is preprocessed more then there is chance to 

lose the data, hence the accuracy is not good. The results we got are almost 94% without 

doing much preprocessing.  
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